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"That was the best two weeks of my LIFE!"...
This summer we've been stupidly busy, we've been on summer camp,
DofE expeditions, and some of our ex-members even completed their

Explorer belt in Italy. Read on to find out about our shenanigans.

ALSO: scroll to the bottom to find out more about this year's
community FIREWORKS DISPLAY!
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Summer Camp!

This year's summer camp was in Jersey, and was about as di�erent to last
year's Scotland summer camp as you can get. Notably and to the relief of
many explorers, we stayed in one place! Read all about our adventure right
HERE or watch the camp video right HERE

Explorer Belt!

An Explorer Belt expedition is like DofE
on steroids - it's 10 days, in a foreign
country, with minimal planning
allowed and with challenges to
complete on the way. Oh and also, this
year's team's bikes had an unfortunate
habit of breaking down! Read all about
their Italian adventure HERE.

DofE!
This year the annual WWESU summer DofE expeditions had to deal with an
unfortunate thing when you're in a boat, very little water. The majority of the 3
and 4 day expeditions went absolutely fine, but summer heatwaves and
minimal rain meant that at certain point teams had to get out of their canoes to
'push them along the riverbed'!

Despite this, WWESU still had both of their DofE teams successfully complete
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their expeditions on the river Wye. Good luck to the explorers on completing
the rest of their DofE!!!

Back for its tenth fabulous year...

2018 WWESU FIREWORKS!
It's back!, as per usual, WWESU is running its annual community

fireworks display at Scout Park this November, and everyone's invited!

Click on the picture below and you'll be taken to the ticket booking page
on the website, or follow these links to Fireworks Facebook page,

Fireworks Info or Fireworks Booking
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Leavers
Despite such an amazing summer,
jam-packed with experiences and
adventures, every silver lining has its
cloud. Over the summer we had to
say goodbye to one of our explorers
who turned 18. We wish Emily all the
best at uni and (hopefully!) in
Scouting in the future!
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Feel free to contact us with any questions, feedback, inquiries etc.

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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